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Photonic crystal fibre source of photon pairs for quantum information processing
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We demonstrate two key components for optical quantum information processing: a bright source
of heralded single photons; and a bright source of entangled photon pairs. A pair of pump photons
produces a correlated pair of photons at widely spaced wavelengths (583 nm and 900 nm), via a χ(3)

four-wave mixing process. We demonstrate a non-classical interference between heralded photons
from independent sources with a visibility of 95%, and an entangled photon pair source, with a
fidelity of 89% with a Bell state.

Single photons are ideal for quantum technologies,
including quantum communication [1] and quantum
metrology [2], due to intrinsically low decoherence and
easy one-qubit rotations. However, realising two-qubit
logic gates for quantum computation requires a massive
optical nonlinearity. Measurement-induced nonlinearies
can be realised using only single photon sources and de-
tectors, and linear optical networks [3]. Much progress
has been made on each of these components, however,
progress on linear optical networks is currently limited
by the lack of bright single and pair photon sources.
Here we describe a solution based on photonic crystal fi-
bres: four wave mixing produces a correlated pair of pho-
tons at widely spaced wavelengths (583nm and 900nm).
We demonstrate a bright source of heralded single pho-
tons, exhibiting a non-classical interference visibility of
95% for independent sources; and a bright entangled
pair source, with 89% fidelity with a maximally entan-
gled state. These sources provide an essential toolkit for
photonic quantum information processing.

Since the original proposal [3] there have been a num-
ber of important theoretical improvements [4, 5, 6] and
experimental proof-of-principal demonstrations [7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12], which combined make optical quantum com-
puting promising. Experiments have typically relied on
producing photons via spontaneous parametric downcon-
version, and detecting them with silicon avalanche pho-
todetectors (Si APDs) with intrinsic quantum efficiencies
of ∼ 70% and no number resolution. However, the prac-
tical limit of standard downconversion is five [11, 13] or
six [14] photons. Tremendous progress has been made in
the development of triggered, high efficiency single pho-
ton sources [15, 16, 17, 18] (SPSs) and high efficiency,
number resolving single photon detectors [19, 20], how-
ever, these technolgies will not be commonplace in single
photon quantum optics labs for some time. Therefore,
in order to make further progress in testing single pho-
ton optical circuits for generation of large entangled clus-
ter states, error correcting protocols, and measurement
of fault tolerant thresholds, there is an urgent practical

need for a bright SPS at the visible wavelengths where
Si APDs are efficient.

The development of microstructured and photonic
crystal fibres [22] (PCFs) enables the engineering of pro-
foundly different optical properties to conventional op-
tical fibres, opening the way for a range of new tech-
nologies. PCFs with very small solid cores (Fig. 1(a))
can have zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) in the visible
and near infra-red region of the spectrum while the very
small guided mode area leads to extremely high optical
intensity giving rise to ultrahigh optical nonlinearities.
Perhaps the most striking example is that of supercontin-
uum generation: an ultra-short pulse from a Ti-sapphire
laser injected into a highly nonlinear PCF with zero dis-
persion close to 800 nm shows giant spectral broaden-
ing over just a few cm of fibre. Supercontinuum gener-
ation experiments primarily use wavelengths longer that
the ZDW, pumping in the anamalous dispersion region.
Recently pumping slightly blue shifted into the normal
dispersion region has been shown to generate widely sep-
arated, phase matched, parametric amplification peaks
[23]. It is this discovery that has stimulated our recent
exploration of PCF optical nonlinearities at the single
photon level [21, 24, 25, 26].

Spontaneous parametric downconversion occurs when
a pump photon spontaneously splits into two daughter
photons via a three-wave mixing process in a χ(2) nonlin-
ear crystal. By carefully designing the collection scheme
and pumping strategy various sources of heralded sin-
gle photons and entangled photon pairs in the cw and
pulsed regimes have been realised [27, 28]. However,
these sources are inherently broadband and low bright-
ness (per nanometer, per single mode). Integrated optics
has been investigated to address these issues: periodically
poled waveguides of lithium niobate have been shown to
be the brightest pair photon sources, but the dispersion
of the medium is still an obstacle to efficient narrow-band
creation and the coupling efficiency from non-circular
planar waveguides into optical fibres remains poor unless
significant effort is made to engineer the guided mode
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FIG. 1: Photonic crystal fibres (PCFs) and four-wave mix-
ing. (a) Conventional optical fibres are made from two differ-
ent layers of silica glass: an inner core that is lightly doped
to increase the refractive index; and an outer cladding of
pure silica. This small difference in refractive index (typi-
cally δn ∼ 10−3) confines light in the core via total internal
reflection. PCFs can be engineered to have much greater re-
fractive index contrast to confine light in a very small core
which leads to extremely high energy density and enhanced
nonlinear effects. More importantly (for phase matching) the
zero dispersion wavelength (ZDW) is shifted to shorter wave-
lengths as the core diameter is reduced. The scanning electron
micrograph shows a PCF with a cladding consisting of 90%
air and 10% silica, which confines light in a 2 µm core. (b)
Theoretical four-wave mixing phase matching solutions for
different PCF core diameters showing the shift of ZDW. By
pumping the fibre below its zero dispersion wavelength in the
normal dispersion regime phase matching can be realised for
widely spaced wavelengths. (A more complete theoretical de-
scription of phase matching in PCFs can be found elsewhere
[21])

[29].

Until now, parametric gain from the χ(3) non-linearity
in optical fibres has not been seriously considered be-
cause of a lack of phase matching and an expected low
efficiency compared to the χ(2) in a nonlinear crystal.
Even though silica glass does not possess an intrinsically
high nonlinearity, the small core size in PCFs leads to
strong mode confinement and high optical sensitivities
even for low power (see Fig. 1). The nonlinear effects

are thus amplified and give us an effective χ
(3)
eff better

than χ(2) in nonlinear crystals [30].

The generation of photon pairs via four-wave mixing
requires two pump (p) photons to be converted into a
signal (s) and idler (i) photon consistent with energy

conservation:

2

λp

=
1

λs

+
1

λi

(1)

and phase matching:

2n(λp)

λp

− 2γPp =
n(λs)

λs

+
n(λi)

λi

(2)

where n(λx) is the refractive index at the pump, signal
and idler wavelengths, Pp is the peak pump power, and
γ is the nonlinear coefficient of the fibre:

γ = 2πn2/λpAeff (3)

where n2 = 2 × 10−20 m2/W is the nonlinear refractive
index of silica (directly proportional to χ(3)), and Aeff

is the effective cross-sectional area of the fibre mode.
Phase matching solutions to Eqs. 1 and 2 for differ-

ent PCF core sizes at low pump power are shown in Fig.
1(b): by engineering the core size, the ZDW can be tuned
over a wide wavelength range . In the anomalous disper-
sion regime the single photon pairs are close to the pump
wavelength, making their separation from Raman back-
ground, inherent in guided mode configurations, prob-
lematic [26, 31, 32]. In contrast, pump wavelengths in the
normal dispersion regime generate photon pairs widely
spaced in wavelength [24], making their separation from
the pump, Raman background, and each other relatively
straightforward [21, 24, 25]. The exact wavelengths of
the photon pair can be tuned by engineering the PCF
core size (and hence ZDW), and for a given PCF can be
fine tuned by adjusting the pump wavelength.

PCFs therefore can provide an extremely bright source
of wavelength-tunable, polarised, narrowband single pho-
tons in a single circular spatial mode. Since photon pair
creation requires annihilation of two pump photons the
pair generation rate is proportional to the square of the
incident intensity. A PCF source thus operates best un-
der pulsed pumping conditions: the pair creation rate is
enhanced while reducing the relative contribution from
spontaneous Raman scattering, which is linear in pump
intensity. We have previously demonstrated a PCF single
photon source operating in this regime with a detected
coincident photon rate of ∼ 3.2 × 105 per second with
a pump power as low as 0.5 mW [25]. In order to ver-
ify the suitability of this source for quantum information
processing applications, we must first demonstrate high
visibility non-classical interference between photons from
different sources, and then show high fidelity production
of entangled photons.

Non-classical interference of two photons at a 50:50
beamsplitter [33] requires that the two photons be in-
distinguishable in every degree of freedom (wavelength,
bandwidth, polarisation, spatial and temporal mode,
etc.). Figure 2(a) is a schematic of our experiment. We
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FIG. 2: Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment involving two heralded
single photons from separate sources. (a) A picosecond pulsed
laser is split in a 50:50 beamsplitter and then pumps two fi-
bres (PCF 1 and 2, each 12 cm long) with variable delay δt.
The pair photon outputs are collimated using aspheric lenses
and then separated into signal and idler arms using dichroic
mirrors (DM) centred at 700 nm. The signal beams are then
launched into single mode fibres to guarantee optimal spa-
tial mode overlap on the 50:50 fibre beam-splitter. A polar-
isation controller (PC) and 0.2 nm bandpass filter (583 nm
centre wavelength) further ensured the indistinguishability of
the signal photons. A slightly wider ( 2 nm) filter is used on
the long wavelength (900 nm) idler beams mainly to minimise
losses. These beams are also collected in single mode fibre and
idler detections are used to herald signal detections in a 4-fold
coincidence circuit. (b) Fourfold coincidences measured as a
function of delay time between the heralded photons δt clearly
showing the expected dip around zero delay. Using 1 mW
of pump power per fibre, we obtain 1700 pair coincidences/s
per fibre and 0.04 fourfold coincidences/s. (c) Increasing the
pump power to 8 mW per fibre we see a net 80 fourfold coin-
cidences per second and a high visibility dip after correction
for background.

demonstrate non-classical interference of heralded pho-
tons in two regimes: a low pump power regime (1 mW per
fibre) where a high non-classical visibility of 88% is ob-
served without any need to correct for background (Fig.
2(b)); and a higher pump power regime (8 mW per fibre)
where a high non-classical visibility of 95% is observed af-
ter subtracting the contribution from multiphoton (> 2)
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FIG. 3: (a) Schematic of the entangled photon pair source.
The laser pulse polarisation is rotated to 45◦ in a half wave
plate. The pump pulses are then split in a the polarizing
beam-splitter (PBS) and launched into each end of the PCF.
The fibre is twisted so that both pump directions are polarised
along the same axis and identical phase matching conditions
hold. The photon pairs thus exit from the PBS in the same
port as the pumping beam and a notch mirror is used to sepa-
rate them from the input pump beam. The entangled photons
are launched into single mode fibre and narrow-band filtered
to ensure indistinguishability between the |HH〉 and |V V 〉
components and the small static phase shift between them
is compensated in the pump beam by adjusting the Soleil-
Babinet compensator (S-B). We use a quarter- and half-wave
plate followed by a PBS to analyse the the various polarisation
correlations needed to reconstruct the state [34]. (b) Tomo-
graphic reconstruction of the real and imaginary parts of the
density matrix of the generated state. This clearly shows we
are almost entirely in the |HH〉+ |V V 〉 state.

contributions (Fig. 2(c)). These visibilities are close to
the theoretical maximum of 97% based on the interfer-
ence filter bandwidths. In the higher power case, we ob-
serve 80 four-fold coincidences per second,two orders of
magnitude greater than previous experiments [10]. Opti-
misation of the experimental setup will increase this rate
and reduce the background.

For most quantum information processing applica-
tions, entangled photon pairs are an essential resource.
To obtain a coherent superposition of the pair states
|HH〉 and |V V 〉, we use the fibre in a Sagnac inter-
ferometer with a polarizing beam-splitter as shown in
Fig. 3. The key advantage of the Sagnac loop is that
the counter-propagating pairs remain in a coherent su-
perposition without any phase or path adjustments [32].
The pump beam polarisation is rotated to 45◦ so that
equal intensities pump the clockwise (HH) and counter-
clockwise (VV) pairs. As the fibre is slightly birefringent
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there are different phase matching conditions along or-
thogonal axes thus we twist the fibre and pump both di-
rections along the same axis. A consequence is that the
pairs exit the polarising beamsplitter in the same arm as
the input pump beam and we separate them using a notch
mirror. A dichroic mirror then separates the short wave-
length (583 nm) photon from the longer wavelength (900
nm). We couple both photons into single mode fibres
to ensure that we only collect the fundamental modes
emitted from the source.

We use quantum state tomography and maximum like-
lihood techniques [34] to characterise the output from our
entangled photon source. The resulting density matrix is
shown in Fig. 3(b). This density matrix has a fidelity
of FΦ+ = 0.89 with the maximally entangled Bell state
|Φ+〉 = |HH〉 + |V V 〉, indicating that this is indeed a
source of highly entangled photons. The main reason for
the non-unit fidelity with |Φ+〉 is that the coherences be-
tween the |HH〉 and |V V 〉 populations are smaller than
for a pure, maximally entangled state. The degree of
mixture of the state can be characterised by the linear
entropy SL = 0.25, consistent with these coherences. Fi-
nally the degree of entanglement can be quantified by
the tangle T = 0.63. These results show that we have
a highly entangled source of photon pairs. We suspect
that the small amount of mixture observed arises from
reflections at the fibre ends. We expect to improve this
by optimising coincidence windows. In this experiment,
with only 10 mW of pump power, the source produces
6×103 coincidences per second. This figure could be im-
proved by reducing losses in the PBS and notch mirror
and we expect to reach several tens of thousands of de-
tected entangled pairs per second with less than 20 mW
pump power.

In summary, we have described a photonic crystal fi-
bre source of single photons for quantum information
processing applications: we demonstrated that heralded
single photons from independent sources undergo non-
classical interference with high visibility; and demon-
strated the production of highly entangled photon pairs.
While this source does not meet all the requirements of
the single photon sources required for scalable optical
quantum computing, it represents a tremendous improve-
ment over conventional downconversion sources: it is ex-
tremely bright, emits photon pairs which are widely tun-
able in wavelength, narrowband, and in a single circular
spatial mode. This opens the way for more sophisticated
experiments to test single photon linear optical circuits,
for building large entangled clusters state, testing error
correcting protocols, and directly measuring fault toler-
ance thresholds. These sources are also ideally suited to
the next generation of linear optical circuits which will be
realised in guided optics architectures, rather than bulk
optics. Such devices will likely be highly wavelength de-
pendent, making a tunable single photon source critical.
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